
- snow, sleet and hail - a storm and a blizzard - a breeze, a gale and a hurricane - flooding and droughts - mist and fog - a shower and sunny spells - rain and humidity - a hurricane and a tornado. Ex. 3 Replace the words and expressions in bold with a suitable word or expression. under cloud, bucketing down, weather, boiling, steals my thunder, every cloud has a silver lining, on cloud nine, storm in a teacup, under the weather, cats and dogs downpour. This page has an ESL weather vocabulary list with definitions so you can learn all the words you will need. The vocabulary is also provided on flashcards for you to download and print. You can then use them to revise the vocabulary whenever you have time.

Selecting the correct word that matches a picture. ESL Weather Vocabulary List with Definitions. The following list has weather vocabulary items with definitions so you can learn all the words. Then after the list there are some ESL weather vocabulary flashcards for you to download. Air pollution: Smoke and dust that make the air dangerous to breathe. (noun) Air pressure: The weight of the air pressing down. (noun) Autumn: The cool season where leaves start to fall from trees. While snow, sleet and freezing rain are familiar precipitation types to most people, one that may be lesser known is graupel, also known as snow pellets. Graupel forms when snowflakes are coated with a layer of ice. Graupel is typically white and opaque. A comparison of sleet and graupel. Unlike snow, sleet, freezing rain and graupel, which occur in colder weather, hail is most common in warm conditions. The size of the ice can vary based on the strength of the thunderstorm, with the largest hail comparable to the size of a softball. A car sits with its rear window smashed in Omaha, Neb., Friday, June 30, 2017, after thunderstorms unleashed a barrage of hail on eastern Nebraska and western Iowa, shattering windshields, damaging roofs and shredding field crops and urban gardens. Weather. Kate Yakovleva Vocabulary Bank. chilly frost sleet slush settling blizzards snowdrifts thaw melt close sting humid scorching boiling mild heatwave drizzle downpour ood shower storm. thunderstorm hail hailstone overcast. cold, but not very thin white coat of ice on everything rain and snow mixed dirty, brownish, half-snow, half-water staying as a white covering snow blown by high winds deep banks of snow against walls, etc. change from hard, frozen state to normal change from solid to liquid under heat warm and uncomfortable hot, uncomfortable, you can hardly breathe hot and. Snow very bad weather with strong winds and rain, and often Start studying Weather vocabulary. Learn vocabulary, terms and more with flashcards, games and other study tools. Storm: The movement of water (happens after a heavy rainfall). A gale. a sudden strong wind. a gale. a very strong wind (whole day). fog. many small drops of water floating in the air above the ground. dew. drops of water that form outside at night on grass, trees, etc. Sleet. partly frozen rain. hail. breeze. a gentle wind. mild (adj). to describe weather that is not very cold or not as cold as usual. boiling (adj). extremely hot.